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about BLUE GUIDE Central Italy
Central Italy completes Blue Guides’ geographical coverage of the regions of Italy, with Northern 
Italy (2005), Sicily (2006) and Southern Italy (2007) all having been recently released. It is a first 
edition of this title, the first Blue Guide to cover both Rome and Florence in one book, as well as  
the attractive countryside and towns rich in art history in between the two, with Blue Guides’  
depth of research and up-to-date scholarship. (Note that for the reader who wants more detail  
there are recent Blue Guide Florence and Rome titles; this book obviously overlaps with  
them to some extent.) Includes “Blue Guides Recommended” dining and accommodation  
suggestions. 

Author Alta Macadam is a Florence-based art historian who has been writing some of Blue 
Guides’ best-known titles for many years. She lives in Florence, where she has been associated 
with the Bargello museum, the Alinari photo archive, Harvard University at I Tatti, and New 
York University at Villa La Pietra.  
Ellen Grady is the author of Blue Guide Sicily and Blue Guide the Marche & San Marino.

sample pages from the new Blue Guide Paris, April 2007

Published: april 2008
format: 130 x 200mm
specification: 736 pages
 full colour throughout, colour maps, colour plans 
 and diagrams, colour photos
Cover: Paper, threadsewn in sections.

‘The Blue Guides still hold the cultural high ground’
Sunday Times
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